
“ On Christmas Day, as I made my rounds to visit my men, I said two things:  
“Merry Christmas” and “I’ve arranged for a fireworks display later in the day.”  
They grinned wryly. They knew that the German guns, silent for the moment,  

would begin to pound us again before the day was over.” 
-WWII Veteran MAJ (R)  T. Moffatt Burriss; I Company Commander  

Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays! 
 
The holiday season has begun– Christmas trees are up in the DFAC and in the 
headquarters, wreaths are on doors, lights are strung, presents are arriving 
from home, and the weather is getting cold. TF Force White Devil welcomed 
the holiday season with lots of joy, decorations, and festivities.  Christmas day 
will be one full of ugly sweaters around the TOC and ALOC  area, among other 
activities. During the last week of December, TF White Devil will be              
conducting a boxing tournament, a combatives tournament, a dining-in, and 

a New Year’s 12 mile ruck march. The  
chapel will have a Christmas eve candle light 
service. There will be a variety of events for 
Troopers of various cultures and faith        
traditions.  
 
During WWII, in December 1944, the 504th 
PIR was given new orders. “The Germans 
have scored a major breakthrough in    
Belgium. Be ready to move at 0900        
tomorrow morning.” Back in December 17, 1944, the 504th Parachute    
Infantry Regiment welcomed the holiday season in the freezing snow      

during the Battle of the Bulge. Most men were grouchy and in no mood to go back into action- they had just 
begun to relax from the Holland mission. The period from 21-24 December was occasioned by a reshuffling 
of forces in and out of Cheneux, with the 2nd Battalion moving South of Lierneux to reinforce other units in 
the division, and the 1st Battalion doing the same in the vicinity of Trois Points. Christmas day brought all    
battalions back under regimental control, and except for a meal of frozen turkey, the day slipped by            
unmarked by incident. It was a white Christmas.  

 

We are grateful for the love and support from friends and family back home during the holiday season. It is 
not easy to be “in the arena” defending our country abroad during this time of year. We miss spending time 
with family, enjoying traditions, and watching children open gifts from Santa. Upon redeployment, our lives 

will be richer for having endured the sacrifices that few will ever know, and our 
Paratroopers will never take the simple things of life like sitting around a fire 
with loved ones at Christmas for granted. We will also share  
in the satisfaction of knowing that TF White Devil did our  
part in our generation’s fight against evil, just as our  
predecessors did. “We happy few, we band of brothers.” 
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D CO HQs in Kosovo. 

WWII Soldiers in Belgium during the 
“Battle of the Bulge.”  

WD6 and WD9 spreading Christmas 
cheer to the WD Family. 

A CO HQs in Kandahar. 



HHC Leaders after the Company CIB Ceremony. 

Happy holidays from Afghanistan! The winter weather is finally here and temperatures are hovering in the 
high 20s at night. Snow is highly unlikely, but the rainy season is coming soon. Meanwhile, Havoc Company 

Troopers continue to show their professionalism, discipline, and    
winning spirit through the tough holiday season. 
 
In addition to our assigned mission, Havoc Troopers have been busy 
this past month training for the future fight, winning competitions, 
and preparing for our redeployment this spring. Our Paratroopers 
continue to be the backbone of the Battalion, accomplishing their  
duties in support of the rifle companies and enabling the Battalion to 
continue to excel in every endeavor. 
 
SPC Pewitt (S2) was promoted to SGT this month after passing the 

monthly promotion board. SPC McArthur (S6) earned a battlefield promotion for her outstanding                 
performance during this deployment, one of only 8 Troopers in all of Afghanistan to achieve this highly prized 
recognition. SSG Cain (Mortars) and SSG Pass (M777) were selected to represent the BDE in the SGT Audie 
Murphy Board competition, competing against NCOs across Afghanistan. The Scout PLT represented the  
Company well at the BN Best Squad Competition, proving their tactical and technique prowess and winning 
the title of Best Squad after a challenging event. 
 
Thanks to the hard work of our FRG and our H Co support personnel, Havoc Troopers enjoyed a delicious 
Thanksgiving meal in a festive atmosphere. Other fun events included a visit by the Operation Punchline 
Comedy Tour, the Veteran’s Day ruck march, and the Thanksgiving Turkey Bowl. 
 
1SG Sword and I continue to be impressed on a daily basis by the   

performance of your Troopers, and leading this Company continues to 

be one of the most rewarding experiences of my career. Being away 

from family is difficult for all of us while on deployment, and I would 

like to extend a personal thanks to all our FRG members who came 

together to paint Christmas ornaments for us and sent decorations to 

help add some holiday cheer to our living, dining, and work spaces. 

We are on the final approach for our deployment and we look         

forward to seeing you all again this Spring. 

 

CPT Aaron Price and 1SG Stuart Sword 
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SSG Cain, 1SG Sword, and CSM Stockard at SSG 
Cain’s reenlistment ceremony. 

The Mortar PLT executes a fire mission. 



The holiday season is upon us in Kandahar as we loosen belt buckles for a series of outstanding meals courtesy of the 

local chow hall, and promptly tighten them again in time for the quarterly PT test.  We have yet to see snow here 

(although it can sometimes happen), and instead content ourselves with intermittent cold rain and increasingly cloudy 

days and chilly mornings.  Each mail day brings with it a flood of packages from friends, family, and support groups, 

reinforcing in all our Paratroopers the love you have for us.  For many of our Paratroopers, this will be the first holiday 

season spent on deployment.  And while it is never easy being away from loved ones for so long, the devotion of our 

company family in the States, and the close bond of all Blackhearts Paratroopers forward will see this team steadfastly 

through.  

 

In the meantime, the Blackhearts continue our tradition of excelling in everything we do, and looking cool while doing 

it.  In true Blackheart fashion, SGT Ekstrom was recognized as the Task Force NCO of the Quarter, while SPC Roy Miller 

and SGT Stephen Walters distinguished themselves and the team by winning the Task Force Paratrooper of the month 

and NCO of the month, respectively.  Each platoon has surpassed expectations by completing a full curriculum of fire 

team situational training exercises in between the unrelenting operational schedule of missions.  Because of our        

Paratroopers’ exceptional work and dedication, the entire company will be able to execute team live fire exercises next 

week ahead of schedule, removing one more requirement we would have had to complete upon return to Fort Bragg.  

 

As the days continue to count down to redeployment, we just hit another major milestone: we’re now in the double 

digits!  While we still have much work to do and many miles to go, we’re well on our way to getting there.  As a          

reminder, upon return, the company will be releasing Paratroopers as early as possible to maximize time with families.  

Post-deployment block leave dates are 30 March through 15 April.   

 

The Blackhearts remain an exceptional Company that achieves exceptional things because we are made up of            

extraordinary Families and Paratroopers.  1SG Sirmin and I are proud and grateful for every minute we share with this 

Team.  Keep your Paratroopers in your thoughts this season, and happy holidays from the Blackhearts!    

 

CPT John Leisinger and 1SG Aaron Sirmin  

ALPHA COMPANY (BLACKHEARTS) - AFGHANISTAN 

Combined Task Force Devil Strike Brave Hearts and the 
Blackhearts dedicate Harris Range and Hunter Range on 

Kandahar Airfield.  

The Aerial Reaction 
Force PLT tests the 
Army’s new holiday 
camouflage pattern 

(HCP) uniform.  



Team Bravo Christmas celebration. 

Happy Holidays and Happy New Year from Team Bravo! 
 
While the Troopers of Team Bravo remain busy conducting operations in Helmand, Afghanistan, we are still 
celebrating the holidays in true Airborne fashion. Several groups have been very generous in providing       
holiday care packages. While the team command post is a busy place, filled with TVs, maps, and other key 
systems, that hasn’t stopped Paratroopers from decorating it better than Joanna Gaines or other HGTV stars. 
This month we will highlight the efforts of our attached 3rd Platoon, Delta Company. Under the leadership of 
1LT Wolf and SSG(P) Miller, 3/D was critical in providing their expertise with vehicles and heavy weapons to 
assist the entire task force upon arrival in Afghanistan. An aggressive Platoon, they have answered critical 
intelligence requirements to disrupt the enemy and enable our Afghan partners. Some may dub them the 
“gym rats” with strongmen like SPCs Pinkerton and Gray, and several other Troopers inducted into the 1000 
lb club. SPC Pinkerton has won three lifting competitions on base.   

 
Always striving to better themselves as     
infantrymen, SPC Pickard has assisted with 
Ranger School preparations and                
communications training. SGT Allen and 
SGT Nelson routinely train their Troopers 
to keep this dual threat platoon as lethal 
as possible.  3/D is in a unique position 
with demanding requirements. Not only 
must they execute a light infantry mission, 
but they must train and maintain their 
skills as a heavy weapons platoon. Each 
day they show an unwavering drive and 
commitment to being masters of their 
craft! 
 

 

Congratulations to our proud parents, part of the Team Bravo baby boom: SPC Sullivan and his wife Kelsie 
welcomed Isleigh Clairie Sullivan on December 7, 2017.Congratulations to SGT(P) Seal and SGT(P) Connors for 
passing this month’s promotion board-both exceptional leaders! 
 
We would like to wish all of our families and brothers/sisters in arms a Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays! 

Your Troopers will have plenty of events during the holiday season to keep the spirit alive here in  

Afghanistan. Christmas feasts, evening services for those who wish to attend, decorations, and other events 

are scheduled throughout the month.  It continues to be an honor to serve with these fine men. 

CPT Brian Sells and 1SG Jose Barreiro 

BRAVO COMPANY (BAD COMPANY) - AFGHANISTAN 

Team Bravo at the 249 range. Team Bravo CIB ceremony. 



 
Family and Friends of Charlie Company, 
First and foremost, we would like to wish all of you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! Although it is 
not easy to be away from loved ones this time of year, rest assured your Paratroopers are doing well and will 
enjoy an excellent Christmas meal. 
 
With over half of the deployment behind us, we are staying committed to our mission but also planning for  
re-deployment and beyond. Since our last update, your Paratroopers have continued to stay busy conducting 
operations and training for the future fight. All of our platoons have conducted extensive marksmanship   
programs, honing our shooting skills and preparing maneuver ranges in January. As we move into the New 
Year we will start planning meetings to discuss redeployment, how information will be sent out, and overall 
general information on what to expect with your Paratroopers coming home. Our FRG has continued to     
provide much needed support. Whether it be boxes of treats sent forward, generous donations, or assistance 
to families in the rear, we are very grateful for our excellent volunteers. If you would like to get involved, 
please contact our FRG leaders at crockfrg@gmail.com. 
 
Congratulations to SGT Croisant and SPC Belill, who had the highest accuracy percentage during a recent 1st 
Platoon ruck to shoot competition utilizing the M4A1 and M249. 
 
Well done to the following Paratrooper that was promoted: To Specialist – Specialist Barnowski 
Three excellent Paratroopers re-enlisted this month. Congratulations to SGT Cass, SPC Herington, and SGT 

Holovacko. Our sincere thanks to you and your families as you continue to serve this great nation.  

 

CPT Alex Sayre and 1SG Adam Breeding  

CHARLIE COMPANY (CHARLIE ROCK) - AFGHANISTAN 

Charlie Company Paratroopers are excited for Christmas! 

SPC Skoglund and SPC Peter provide security during a recent patrol.  

A live Christmas tree in our CP, sent from a tree farm in 

New York. 



Danger Company Paratroopers in Kosovo and Afghanistan continue operations through the holiday season to 
develop and effect their operating environment, themselves, and their subordinates. The snow is falling    
rapidly in the mountains of Kosovo and the temperature is falling rapidly in the deserts of Afghanistan.      
Deployments during the holidays are among the hardest times to sacrifice. The men of Danger Company   
defend our way of life in a dangerous world on three continents. None of us would choose to be away from 
our loved ones, but it’s with this second family we could do no better. We will celebrate together and quietly 
continue on. While the pain of holiday season apart from loved ones hurts, I hope you can take solace that 
our combined sacrifice will reap a reward for this and future generations. It is humbling to think of the     
magnitude of this reward in the sheer number of languages Danger Company impacts daily: Dari, Pashtu,  
Serbian, Albanian, Italian, Turkish, Hungarian, German, French, and USMC (yes they speak their own            
language). 
 
I wish you could see your Paratroopers in action. Their dedication to duty and mission is humbling. Lesser 
men would accept the status quo, but yours continue to push the envelope. In Kosovo, D CO recently         
executed nine air assaults across the country in three days in support of their partners. In Afghanistan D CO is 
simultaneously excelling in both their current and preparing for the next mission. Together, our                   
understanding of sources of instability and effects increase by the day. Thank you for all you do! It is a truly 
humbling experience to serve you and your Paratrooper.  
 

The Paratroopers of D CO 2-504 PIR executed a Squad Situational Training 
Exercise (STX) this month. The training consisted of three lanes: Squad Area 
Defense, Squad Movement to Contact, and Squad Ambush. During squad 
area defense, units were tasked to hastily seize a building and then fortify 
an urban defense. During squad movement to contact, Troopers cleared 
notional enemy objectives uphill in severely restrictive Kosovo terrain.  
Finally, during squad    ambush; Paratroopers practiced a deliberate  
establishment of squad ambushes using the terrain and tactics to augment 
their effects on the notional enemy.  

 
 

The lead trainers came from across the company’s platoon leadership. Traditionally a heavy weapons  
company, Danger Company and its Troopers benefited greatly from this deliberate dismounted training. As 
our mission here in Kosovo shows, we must be ready at any time to serve in a myriad of forms including as a 
dismounted force. Airborne and ground assault are only two means to get to the fight!  
 

CPT Ryan Orsini and 1SG Edward Michel 

A 3rd  PLT machine gun team supports a squad attack.  

DELTA COMPANY (DANGER COMPANY) - KOSOVO 

LTC Kuhlman and CSM Stockard present men of 3D with 
combat decorations. 



Families and friends,  
 
As many of you are already aware, last month our 1st Platoon attached to Alpha Company, 127th AEB was 
struck by a vehicle borne IED while conducting deliberate route clearance operations in Kandahar Province. 
The incident resulted in 4x US friendly wounded in action (WIA) and 1x linguist WIA. SPC Zane Brandt and SPC 
Erickson Carvalho, two of our WIA, have since returned to duty and are continuing to take the fight to the 
enemy. 1LT Victor Prato and SPC Kimkirvie Mapaye needed immediate medical care for their injuries. Both 
Paratroopers were treated at the trauma center located at KAF, further medical treatment was provided in 
Landstuhl, Germany, and they are now being treated at Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in 
Maryland. Please continue to provide support and prayer for our wounded warriors as they continue their 
journey through recovery. 
 
1PLT (Sappers): 1LT Tyler Gates, recent graduate of Ranger School, is the newest member of the Barbarian 
Team. With a heavy heart, he received the news of 1LT Prato’s injuries as he arrived to Afghanistan in         
mid-November. 1LT Gates will do an excellent job leading 1PLT alongside SFC Harris as they continue           
deliberate route clearance operations in Kandahar Province. 
 
2PLT (RCP) planned, coordinated, and executed a five day UXO clearance operation that resulted in the       
disposal of 92 unexploded mortar rounds in vicinity of CL Dwyer. Additionally, the RCP led an ECP                
rehabilitation effort to reduce vulnerabilities by emplacing additional horizontal support wire to stabilize the 
razor-wire perimeter and filling gaps within the local national pedestrian walkway. Their focus continues to 
be perimeter security and reception of RCP equipment to facilitate future route clearance operations. 
 
3PLT (LE) are steadily mastering their craft. Over the past month, they have continued to reduce force       
protection threats here at CL Dwyer by: digging over 3,000m of anti-tank ditch around our FOB, constantly 
hardening bunkers with sandbags, and improving the fighting posture of our guard towers’ new weapons 
mounting platforms. LE has also established their dominance on the playing field/courts. They’ve brought 
home the basketball, volleyball, ping pong, and dodgeball championships; nearly sweeping every competition 
over the past 30 days!  
 

Happy Holidays to all, and thank you for your continued support!  

 
Promotions and Awards: 
- PFC Colon, PFC Hayes, PFC Huertas, and PFC Leach were promoted to SPC 
- CPL Chavez and PFC Vargas were awarded the AAM  
- SSG Jones, SGT Maene, SPC Bryn, SPC McPhatter, SPC Richards, and PFC Flores 
were awarded Certificates of Achievement 

 
CPT Petty Spurgeon and 1SG Jermaine Bruce   

SAPPER COMPANY (BARBARIANS IN THE BREACH) - AFGHANISTAN 

1SG Borja and 1SG Bruce during their 
Change of Responsibility. 

B/127 Christmas Karaoke Night. 



 The Battle of the Bulge 

 

Excerpt of the book “Strike and Hold” by I Commander T. Moffatt Burriss. 

 

At about 2230 on the night of 17 December 1944, all company commanders were called 

to Battalion Headquarters. A grim-faced Colonel Tucker was waiting for us. “Gentlemen,” 

he said, the Germans have scored a major breakthrough in Belgium. The situation is     

desperate.  

 

Then, an officer from S3 took over to talk about tactics. 

“Ok, men,” he said, “here’s what you’ll be facing. Rolling hills, woods, and valleys. Lots of 

rivers and streams. This is farm country, so mostly you’ll see houses, barns, and not 

much else. The fields are covered with snow, and S2 tells us that the Germans are 

dressed in white parkas, so they’ll be more difficult to see than we will.” 

 

“One more thing. We have to be doubly careful. We’ve already heard that Germans dressed in U.S Army   

uniforms and driving jeeps, have been slipping back through our lines. So we’ll be changing passwords       

frequently. Question everybody you come across . If they don't know the password, kill them on the spot. 

We can’t take any chances.” 

 

Excerpt of the book “The Devils in Baggy Pants” by Steve Mandle. 

 

It was on December 21, that the 504 (and doubtless others) played host to a party of five Germans attired in 

American uniforms who drove about in the area in two jeeps. One member of the party was disguised as an 

American Captain, while the remaining four men were dressed in typical GI combat fashion. These men were 

encountered at several different points throughout the rear areas and on all occasions did not hesitate to 

indulge in conversation with American Soldiers. They even carried their bluff so far as to stop in front of the 

regimental CP to pass the time of day and bum a cigarette from one of the staff officers.  

 

Later in the day, however, the spies overplayed their hands when they drew up before the 1st Battalion CP in 

Cheneux. An overly curious private, unsatisfied with the faltered replies afforded his questions, alarmed the 

Germans when he brandished a bazooka he had picked up, causing them to abandon the jeep and flee.’ 

 

New Year’s Eve came and went uneventful, unspectacular, heralded only by bursts of machine guns on the 

stroke of midnight  “just to start the year out right.”  

 

 

I’m the 82nd Airborne and this is as 
far as the bastards are going! 

1LT(P) WILMARIE FLORES 

2-504 HISTORICAL CORNER - 1LT(P) WILMARIE FLORES 

WWII 504th Veterans with the 82nd 
ABN DIV Chorus. 


